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Proposal Narrative Part A 1. Summary Statement 

 

The sabbatical we propose affords our leader the opportunity to be spiritually refreshed in mind, 

body and spirit through deep and creative connection with her core relationships. Concurrently, 

the parishioners of St. James the Less will experience new ways of relating as a community and 

consider its spiritual calling as the “friends of God.” 

Clergy spend the majority of their time creating opportunities for parishioners to 

experience God in community; yet often do not enjoy the same depth of relating in their core 

relationships. Similarly, parishes can become places of relational routine and stagnation. Both 

leader and parish would benefit from refreshment and revitalization in relationships. 

The goal for our grant supported sabbatical is to create fresh encounters in our 

relationships. The gifts of Spirit centered relational depth can be felt when new approaches to 

relating are attempted. Over the course of the three months the congregation will rethink the role 

of our church through the lens of spiritual friendship and relate to each other in meaningful ways. 

The Rector, who needs time in relaxed open presence, will enjoy solitude in God and creative 

leisurely connection with her significant relationships.  

After laboring for over four years together to create a healthy parish with a clear vision, 

there is a new eagerness for deeper connections within the parish and for extending a wider 

welcome to those not yet among us. Time apart will provide the Rector the necessary 

refreshment to engage the next phase of our ministry together as the Spiritual Leader.  

Part A 2. I end every article or parish letter to St. James the Less with the words, “With you 

on the journey.” These words describe a communal vision for life in God and my yearning for 

deep relationships that refresh and inspire the soul. I believe one of the reasons I have been 
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called to be a rector is to help communities experience the spiritual fruit and joy of authentic 

relationships.  

Yet, I am starved for time with my friends and family. I almost never have the leisure to 

explore in depth what the Spirit is doing in our lives. This same need has been expressed by 

parishioners. When I facilitate retreats, meditation groups, staff meetings, and leadership training 

sessions people tell me that it is the opportunities to share their spiritual hearts that is most 

needed and enjoyed. 

Friendship is what I am talking about. Friendship has been the greatest gift in my spiritual 

growth. And when I moved to Chicago from Kansas to become the rector of St. James the Less, I 

knew like Abraham and Sarah, I was being drawn away from my family and friends. It has been 

a challenging experience but no less a gift to press into deeper faith without the easy comfort of 

long term friendships and family nearby.  

 Relationships, the gift that they are, often become places of routine instead of places of 

growth. We often take for granted the relationships that form and sustain us. We can move into 

autopilot instead of active development. 

 Our parishes run into the same trouble. People can share a pew for twenty years yet know 

nothing really about each other. Long term relating among parishioners can become stale, 

rehearsing the same conversations like lines from a hymn year after year. The relationships 

meant to be sources of encouragement in faith become enforcers in keeping the status quo.  

 Because I moved away, I now long for time with the people who I do not have to 

introduce myself to. I long for time together that is not rushed and it would be truly refreshing to 

be together in unique places with the intention of sharing from our spiritual hearts. I have learned 
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that growth out of stagnation happens when we press through vulnerability and change into 

deeper connections with ourselves, God and others. 

 Parishioners are finding what a gift it is to share their deeper selves in community, I want 

to lead them toward this relational newness and depth they feel inclined toward. We are 

deepening our relating and becoming spiritual friends in the parish. In the church friendship has 

incredible potential.  

   Scholar Paul Waddell puts it this way, “Ultimately, the purpose of friendship in the 

church is not primarily our mutual edification but to make us the kind of community that can 

faithfully enact God’s narrative of love, healing and redemption in the world. If God has 

befriended us, how are we to befriend the world? If God has served us faithfully, how are we to 

serve others- particularly those who may not know God? One way is for the church, the friends 

of God, to be the community that embodies and exemplifies virtues that can transform the world 

in hope.”  

 That is a big beautiful vision for the church. It describes the distinct role of the church to 

develop relationships of depth and spiritual fortitude. As the friends of God, churches could be a 

places for relationships that refresh souls and where people can embody hope in God together.  

However, parishes tend to spend the lion share of their energy maintaining the buildings, 

liturgies, and traditions and do not get to the higher level of vision.  

  This has been true for St. James the Less. When I accepted the calling to serve in 

Northfield, I knew I was working with what is labeled a “turn around parish.” It meant, 

according to a survey of the parish, its membership was sensing low energy, low commitment, 

and experiencing a low sense of satisfaction and connection to a mission. What I learned was 

that for a variety of reasons, many areas of parish life had become unhealthy. One member called 
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it “ingrown.” It has meant an almost complete turnover which is still ongoing. The Vestry and I 

have had to significantly address Parish Administration, Children and Youth Ministry, Music 

Ministry, reorganize the Parish Life Structure and renew the Vision and Mission statements. 

All of this energy to promote a healthy organization has created now a wonderful 

environment for relational depth and parish growth.  The Vestry is presently researching the 

potential of housing a Community Wellness Center at the church. I am taking a second course 

through Shalem Institute for Contemplative Leadership which is training me as Spiritual Director 

to add to my credential of a Contemplative Retreat and Group Leader. It is a wonderful time for 

the parish as we create a culture that will aid its growth for many years to come. 

Perhaps the strongest rationale for this sabbatical is that I see how my work as a rector is 

changing as the parish’s energy for mission is changing. I am now able to shift my energy from 

the intense organizational management these first years required to more focused, clear, and deep 

spiritual leadership. Likewise the parish is eager to learn new forms of engagement that invite 

others into the spiritual friendship that the leadership core is already enjoying. My nurture in the 

Spirit and personal health are vital to the process of growth in the parish. There is something 

about needing to experience time with my core relationships at this crossroads that seems right.  

 In conclusion, significant power for love and good is inherent in all relationships.  St. 

Paul made a refrain in his preaching to the early church to be strong communities who express 

faith and hope and above all love in Christ. The potential to become the “kind of community that 

can faithfully enact God’s narrative of love, healing and redemption in the world” is within St. 

James the Less already. All that we need to do is be faithful to create the space in our hearts and 

lives for this potential to flourish. Like a spring morning we can trust the Spirit to awaken and 

nurture an experience of God’s active love in our community as the friends of Christ.  
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Part A 3.  My training as a contemplative leader has taught me the importance of creating a 

“container” to experience the presence of the Spirit. I carefully structure groups and retreats to 

facilitate holy listening. What I notice is that with a light structure, deeper listening to the Spirit, 

ourselves, and others simply happens. Without the container we replay conversations, we fall 

into thoughtless banter, and we get bored.  

What I am eager to do is create a bit of a container with my friends and family by way of 

meeting in unique places and assigning a shared reading to discuss. Unique meeting ground 

coupled with spiritual reading will be such a beautiful recipe for deeper authentic encounters. 

The outline for this three month sabbatical beginning September 2017 is a list of encounters.   

Encounter 1. My sabbatical begins and ends alone. All my other gifts are less effective 

or even useless without time in solitude. The sabbatical grant, and my stage in life would afford 

me the opportunity to spend nearly two weeks at The Benedictine Monastery in Snowmass 

Colorado. I have practiced Father Thomas Keating’s method of centering prayer for 18 years but 

have never been to his monastery in the mountains.  I will read Evelyn Underhill who 

courageously led people to deeper life in the Spirit.  

Encounter 2. Italy with my mom! I was raised Roman Catholic in a Sicilian family. I 

want to make this memory of going to Italy together like pilgrims visiting holy sites. There is a 

retreat center in Assisi that offers six day retreats with daily pilgrimages to sacred sites. We 

would also enjoy some time touring Florence before and after. Together we would read and 

discuss No Greater Love by Mother Teresa.  

Encounter 3 and 4. Hiking with my husband and friends! My husband is a true spiritual 

friend, and we rarely get time on retreat. Twenty one years ago our dear friends, Kail and Becky 

stood up with us at our wedding. However, busy work lives and raising kids keeps us apart. I 
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love the idea of returning to the Grand Canyon where we hiked and camped together before we 

were married. My husband and I would have some time alone and then welcome our friends to 

join us. We would all love hitting the trails and discussing the role of wilderness in our lives with 

God using Beldan Lane’s book Backpacking with the Saints. 

Encounter 5. Spiritual Mentors! I have had two significant mentors in the faith. The Rev. 

Cathy Chittendon Bascom and my Spiritual Director Loretta Ross. I rarely get time face to face 

with these women who have been faithful in prayer for me and inspired me all these years. It 

would be so delicious to spend several meals together and discuss a contemporary writer, Brene 

Brown.  

Encounter 6. Girlfriends! During my college years I met nine women who have been on 

the journey with me ever since. All of us are Christians who have encouraged each other to grow 

in faith all these years. I would like to visit them all, I will organize two opportunities (they live 

scattered around the country) for us to come together and stay a couple of nights in a bed and 

breakfast where we can relax and talk and discuss Richard Rohr’s Everything Belongs. 

Encounter 7.  La Familia! I will return to Kansas for a large Italian family reunion over 

Thanksgiving holiday.  

Encounters along the three months. 1. My daughters! Though I will be coming and 

going, I will have significant time to just be at home able to give my first energy to them. 

Additionally, I will invite each daughter to design some one on one time with me away for two 

nights together.  2. Spontaneity is the spice of life, during the three months making meal plans 

with other friends both new and old will bring a felt sense of joy.  

Solitude Again I will spend the final days at a familiar monastery near my home and 

prepare internally for the return to active ministry.    
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Part A 4.  

 The benefits are already felt by planning and writing this grant. The sabbatical planning 

team and I have felt our energy swell as we sensed what the plan needed to be at this time. I have 

learned that “what we water grows.” When leader’s focus on the largest questions for 

organizational growth and wellbeing, then the community benefits. Our clear and shared 

intention for the sabbatical will aid the whole parish in understanding what is going to happen 

during the three months and for what purpose. This undoubtedly will yield the best results and 

inevitably new leaders will rise up attracted to the new focus. 

As the rector, it cannot be over stated what deep nourishment a three month, expenses 

paid sabbatical would bring. I will be renewed in every way and no doubt my parish, family and 

friends will benefit from that. When I reunite with the parish, it will be filled with new energy 

and passion for our mission together as the friends of God.   

Part A 5.  

This program is intended to benefit our Rector and the congregation in a number of ways.  There 

is the benefit intended for all sabbaticals, which is to give our priest refreshment from the 

everyday pressures and anxieties she is subjected to on a daily basis.  There is the benefit of time, 

a time for our Rector to slow down and contemplate relationships with God and members of the 

parish. A time for her to read scripture in thoughtful quiet solitude, so as to ponder and study 

what God has given to us.  And to be able to say,” Let’s go to see the Cubs play today,” without 

having to rearrange her many deadlines and obligations. Lisa has described her many ideas on 

how to best benefit herself, her family, and our congregation with that time.  

One of the principal goals, we have set for ourselves as a congregation, has been best 

expressed by our Rector, “We wish to make our parish a place of social depth,” by encouraging 
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all individuals to seek and develop a deeper, “friendship with God,” as well as  “creating 

opportunities for parishioners to experience God in community.” Important ways in which these 

benefits will be realized are the small meetings at homes, the retreat, the guidance, and fresh 

perspectives from Rev. Stoner and other guest clergy, the follow up programs we can anticipate 

guided by the Vestry and the sense that we are engaging in something fresh. We believe our 

parish will grow as the friends of Christ, because of this sabbatical and the benefits will be many 

and long-lasting.      

Part A 6. Parish Plans for Renewal 

Just as the rector’s plans will create fresh encounters with long time relationships so the 

congregation’s plans during the sabbatical will focus on experiencing newness and spiritual 

depth with each other while considering the idea of widening its invitation to friendship beyond 

the current ministry plans and scope. 

Send off- The Sunday before our sabbatical begins the parish will send Lisa and her 

family off with well wishes with a hiking theme. We love themes at St. James the Less and this 

is one that came out of the committee. Naturally food and beverage will accompany. 

Visiting Scholar-Formation toward sabbatical for the whole parish will begin in the 

winter of 2017. During Lent we will host a scholar, Paul Waddell on his favorite topic Christian 

friendship and learn in community from his book Becoming Friends: Worship, Justice and the 

Practice of Christian Friendship.  

Home Gatherings - During the fall 2017 three month sabbatical the Vestry will organize 

home gatherings with host families, facilitator and questions that invite spiritual depth. Host 

families will provide the warm, inviting environment and trained facilitators encourage the 

conversation to be balanced, healthy, and on target.  
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Relational Wellness-Sunday forum will host speakers on wholeness and relational 

health.  

Inspiring Sermons The Rev. Scott Stoner will supply at least three of the Sundays 

during sabbatical. The founder of Living Compass Wellness Ministries is consulting with the 

parish on opening the buildings to the wider community as a place to find wellness in 

community. 

Reunion Celebration The Sunday the Rector and family return the parish and supply 

priest will be in charge of worship. Following the late service will be a celebration with food and 

welcome and a champagne toast.     

Part A 7.   Along the way the Rector will share her experiences through her blog. The blog 

will be promoted as a place to connect with Lisa during the sabbatical. Sharing the insights 

gained during the sabbatical will be vital to moving forward together. The Vestry, and other 

strategic parish leaders will go away to a nearby retreat center for an overnight retreat in January 

2018 with the purpose of sharing what we have discovered on our time apart and determine 

leadership goals moving forward together.  

Part A 8.  The congregation of St James the Less not only supports and encourages our 

Rector to take a sabbatical, but actually requires it. During the finalization of the search process, 

when Lisa Senuta was regarded as the best candidate for the job of Rector, the terms of the job 

description were discussed, it was agreed by all parties that a sabbatical is simply a given. It is 

accepted and taken for granted that our Rector will “do” a sabbatical. Additionally, the church is 

a highly educated community where leadership training and development are admired. All 

continuing education is something the parish takes pride in for their clergy.  Financially, the 

parish has to some degree “put its money where its mouth is” and saved each year toward the 
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sabbatical we require, but not in the amount that would afford such an extensive plan as outlined.  

The logical next step for us is to submit a proposal for the Lilly Grant.  Our congregation is very 

grateful that such a generous program exists.      

Part B 1.  St. James the Less was founded in 1956 in Northfield IL. It began as a mission in 

the school across the street from its present location. The current building erected in 1959. Big 

changes occurred again in 1996 with renovations of the sanctuary and in 1997 with the addition 

of a large education wing. 1998 the parish purchased adjacent property in 2011 developed it into 

a Community Food Garden.  

Part B 2.  Our current membership is 331 and our average Sunday attendance is 100. 

Part B 3. The tenure of the three previous rectors:  The Rev. Bob Krogman 1957-1993, The 

Rt. Rev. Jim Mathes 1994-2001, The Rev. Jane Schaffer 2003-2010. 

Part B 4.  Internal Ministries at St James the Less: Children and Youth Ministries, 

Sunday Forum, Contemplative Prayer, Prayer Network, Lay Pastoral Visiting, Worship 

Ministries. Outreach Ministries: Long Term Health Care Ministry, Community Food Garden, 

Quilts Beyond Borders, and Ministries supporting the Episcopal church in Madagascar.    

Part C 1.  Lisa Senuta earned a Bachelor’s of Science, Life Science degree from Kansas 

State University 1994. Master in Divinity from The Seminary of the Southwest, Austin TX 2001.  

Part C 2.  Lisa Senuta was ordained Priest in The Episcopal Church in the Diocese of 

Kansas October 16, 2001 by The Rt. Rev. William Smalley. 

Part C 3.  Lisa was certified as a Contemplative Group and Retreat Leader from Shalem 

Institute for Contemplative Leadership in Washington DC 2015, and is currently working toward 

certification as a Spiritual Director from the same institute.  

 


